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A Rude Awakening
 MONSTER HUNT       TRAPS       EXPLORATION

The Gundälin Company’s volcano mine has been evacuated,  
and rumours are spreading that a powerful beast dwells within.  

Brave adventurers have been requisitioned to remove the threat 
before the mining corporation’s reputation burns to cinders.

“The rowdy miners who once proudly excavated 
the Gundälin Company’s volcano mine for copper 
and gold now sit around their encampment telling 
stories of the great beast they saw in the caves.  
The rumours you overhear as you follow signs to 
the Head Office are inconsistent, but something 
has certainly struck fear into the miners’ hearts.” 

The mining company’s planned expansion into a new 
area of the volcano ceased after the miners leading 
the expedition fled back to camp. They claimed the 
snarl of a terrible beast could be heard through a crack 
in the rocks. In the past, the company has employed 
mercenaries to clear out elemental creatures dwelling 
in the mine. Yrrson has hired the party on this basis, 
without knowing his team have actually awoken a 
hibernating dragon. Jesmé can answer any of the party’s 
burning questions before they enter the mine shaft.

ZEDDRAIG
DRAGON, FEMALE, 89 (YOUNG RED DRAGON) 
An adolescent dragon who is enraged that a mining 
operation threatens her precious hoard.

“A furious fire burns within the dragon’s yellow 
eyes, and heat emanates from her crimson skin.”

YRRSON GUNDÄLIN
DWARF, MALE, 254 (NOBLE) 
The elderly Chief Executive Officer of The Gundälin 
Company is anxious to maintain his reputation.

“Golden rings are woven into Yrrson’s wiry, grey 
beard. He wears a glistening breastplate over his 
finely tailored robes, as a safety precaution.” 

JESMÉ AMBERLEY
HUMAN, MALE, 40 (COMMONER) 
As Head of Operations, it’s Jesmé’s job to make 
sure the miners deliver the best results possible.

“From his finely coiffed moustache to his neatly 
pressed trousers and shirt, Jesmé is a man who 
takes great care in both his appearance and job.” 

  Starting the Adventure  

Important Characters
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Quick Stats
NAME
Y. Red Dragon

Magma Mephit

Fire Elemental

Noble

Commoner

AC
18

11

13

15

10

HP
178

22

102

9

4

INIT.
+0

+1

+3

+1

+0

KEY ABILITY
Immune to Fire

Death Burst

Water Susceptibility

Parry +2 AC

Speed 30 ft

Read out the introduction, let Jesmé and Yrrson 
explain the task to the party, then continue:

A HEATED HIKE
•  After receiving instructions to defeat all creatures 

in the mine, the party can head to the entrance.

•  The climb through the mine shaft is hampered by 
lava stepping stones, toxic smoke and frail bridges.

•  Rubble blocks a tunnel ahead and the party have 
to dig their way through the rocks. As they begin, 
a Fire Elemental and five Magma Mephits climb 
out of a pool of lava and attack them.

THE DRAGON’S LAIR
•  The cleared rubble opens a hole to Zeddraig’s lair. 

She is furious, and attacks the party, branding 
them ‘thieves’ who plan to steal from her.

•    During the fight, Zeddraig’s thrashing opens a 
crack to the mountain’s exterior. She notices the 
mining camp below, smashes through the small 
gap and flies down to attack the camp.

WRATH OF ZEDDRAIG
•  By the time the party rush back to camp, it is 

ablaze and the miners are fleeing and terrified.

•  More casualties are suffered at the end of each 
combat round until Zeddraig is defeated, as more 
of the camp ignites or collapses into the fire. Jesmé 
will not survive past the third round and Yrrson will 
not survive past the fourth round, unless protected.

•  If Zeddraig is defeated or flees, the Gundälin 
Company will heartily thank the party. Yrrson and 
Jesmé will offer special rewards, if they survive.

Story Structure
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1.   Some miners think a fire giant lives in the 
volcano, others think it is a fiend or chimera.

2.  Gundälin Company profits are down, so Yrrson 
asked Jesmé to expand the mine’s operation.

3.  The previous group of mercenaries to clear out 
the mine warned Yrrson to cease digging activity.

4.  Despite being in charge of the mine, Yrrson has 
never dared to venture in himself.

5.  Local druids call the volcano Zeddraignust, 
which translates roughly as ‘The Dragon’s Nest’.

6.  Zeddraig has been hibernating for 10 years after 
a particularly draining battle with a druidic circle.

THE MINERS’ CAMP

“Blue canvas tents cover 
the pale ground around the 
volcano’s base. Abandoned, 
half-loaded carriages sit near 
the mine’s entrance.”

The jagged landscape at the base 
of the volcano is covered in ash, 
which looks like thick, grey snow.

The Gundälin Company’s head 
office is the large tent furthest 
from the volcano; a flag flies 
proudly from a pole at its centre.

VOLCANIC MINE SHAFT

“Discarded mining equipment 
litters the loosely planked floor 
in this humid tunnel system. The 
way forward is lit by bubbling 
rivers of magma.”

Magma flows down the walls and 
floors of each tunnel. The magma’s 
glow provides visibility, but it also 
heats the mine to unbearable levels.

Discarded pickaxes, ladders, mine 
carts, helmets and goggles may help 
the party to traverse the tunnels.

ZEDDRAIG’S LAIR

“Lava cascades down the walls 
of this cave and stalagmites 
climb up from the ground. In 
the centre of the room, a red 
dragon lies in a rocky nest, 
stirring after years of slumber.”

The rocky walls of the dragon’s 
lair are mottled with chunks of 
glistening gold and raw diamonds.

The lair is slightly too small for 
Zeddraig, so she knocks into the 
walls and ceiling as she fights.

Secrets and Clues

Key Locations

   Quest Rewards   

105THE DRAGON’S CAVE BATTLE WITH ZEDDRAIGRUSH BACK TO CAMP

Twelve chunks of gold ore (40gp each) and three 
raw diamonds (100gp each) can be found in the 
dragon’s lair. If he survives, Yrrson will gift the party 
his Adamantine Breastplate, and if Jesmé survives, 
he will offer 800gp from the company’s coffers.

EASIER: Zeddraig is a Bronze Dragon Wyrmling. The 
Fire Elemental could be removed from the tunnel.
HARDER: Zeddraig is an Adult Brass Dragon. You 
could increase the enemies in the tunnel to two 
Fire Elementals and eight Magma Mephits.
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Level   7  -  8   Adventure
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THE GAME MASTER’S
FANTASY TOOLKIT WINNER 2021WINNER 2021

IMPROVISATION 
MADE EASY

 Exciting Encounters
 Critical Hit Outcomes
 Tavern Names
 Loot and Rewards
 So Much More!

Take a look at our other awesome tools

www.rollandplaypress.com/GMFT
Learn more here:



THE FANTASY 
CHARACTER KIT

CREATE EPIC 
CHARACTERS

 Inspiring Backstories
 Unique Magic Items
 NPC Names
 Trinkets and Weapons
 So Much More!

Take a look at our other awesome tools Take a look at our other awesome tools

www.rollandplaypress.com/TFCK
Learn more here:

5E
Compatible




